
Minky Tips and Techniques 

WHAT IS MINKY FABRIC? 

Minky Fabric is a synthetic fabric made out polyester.  It is extremely soft and silky. Minky is similar to 
fleece but softer and sometimes much fluffier.  Because it is a synthetic fabric, it does not breathe but is 
great for keeping warm in the winter.  There are several different types of minky. These types range 
from a short pile to a long swirl and even a faux fur. All types of Minky are luxurious and extremely soft 
and comfy. 

DO YOU NEED TO PRE-WASH MINKY FABRIC? 

No! Since Minky is polyester and does not shrink, you do not need to pre-wash Minky fabric. 
However, if you are using any other fabrics, such as cottons or cotton flannels, that are not synthetic, 
you will need pre-wash them before using with Minky. 

CAN YOU IRON ON MINKY FABRIC? 

No, you cannot iron Minky fabric.  Because it is made from petroleum based synthetic polyester, it will 
melt when heat is applied, become distorted and harden into a rough material.  If you need to iron the 
cotton when sewing it together with Minky, apply starch to the cotton beforehand when ironing to keep it 
wrinkle free longer when using with the Minky. 

HOW DO I GET RID OF ALL THE FUZZ? 

The fuzz that comes with cutting Minky is inevitable. Many people take the cut Minky outside and shake 
it in the backyard or over the balcony. It is possible to put it in the dryer on low heat or air dry and 
tumble the extra fuzz out your way and nose! There are some Minky designs that will lose their textured 
look if they are dried. Use your judgement or ask the sales clerk if you have questions.  

12 TIPS FOR SEWING WITH MINKY FABRIC 

1. A washable Spray basting spray will help prevent the Minky from stretching, sliding, and
puckering.  Be sure to put a barrier cloth down when using these sprays due to over spray.

2. Be sure to use a walking foot! This is a must!  It helps evenly feed all the layers. Check with your
machine dealer to purchase a walking foot if you do not have one. Quilted Works has walking feet
for the Viking. Remember, our Pfaff machines come with one built in.

3. Use a long stitch length a 3 or 4.
4. Use a good quality needle. A Universal size 90/14 works great!
5. Be sure to top stitch when finished. This will help reduce bulkiness and help the Minky lay flat.
6. When combining Minky with another layer of fabric such as cotton or flannel, put the Minky on the

bottom to allow the feed dogs on your machine to help feed the fabric more evenly and prevent
extra stretching.

7. Remember that minky has a nap (direction of the fabric pile) and to position it the way you would
like it lay. Be sure the opposite side, if you are using 2 layers of Minky, is going the same way as
the top.



8. You might like to cut the non-stretch (like cotton) fabric to the correct size and leave a little extra
minky around the edge cut off the excess after I sew the seam.  If you do this, follow the edge of
the non-stretch material for your seam allowance and to allow for any fussiness the minky might
have.

9. If you are using 2 layers of Minky, you will probably not wish to use basting spray or tape. You will
need to pin every 1 inch or so.   Take your time and go slowly. Even with pinning every 1 to 2
inches, Minky can be a bit fussy and slippery to work with. BE PATIENT!

10. Use a half-inch seam when sewing with Minky.It is very heavy (especially when wet) and tends to
pull on narrower seams, sometimes even causing the seams to be pulled out.

11. If working with a long pile minky, like Rose Swirl Minky or Furry Minky, you can always shave
down the area in the seam allowance to make it easier to sew.

12. Minky is stretchy on straight of grain or from selvedge to selvedge and has less stretch cross-
grain. Just keep this in mind if you are using Minky as the backing of a quilt. Speak with your
quilter if they have a preference for how it is put on the long-arm.

Now, you can enjoy sewing with Minky 

* Minky is a term that has come represent all soft fabrics that are similar to the original Minky fabr ic. At

Quilted Works, we sell Minky as we as a very large selection of Shannon Cuddle Fabrics.


